Excellence Endless stories
Whether you are tying the knot, celebrating with your friends, or exploring one of our Caribbean Destinations.
Start your guest list now, pick our space, and call us when you’re ready to celebrate!
Because Excellence Group team will create an unforgettable experience for you and your loved ones. All
you have to do is book with us thru a promo code and enjoy these unstoppable loudly amazing benefits
that we have for your party squad.

Make your dream event in something
that everyone will surely remember.
Book 5 rooms
or more and get:

Book 10 rooms
or more and get:

Book 15 rooms
or more and get:

3-night

1-hour cocktail

1 Private Dinner

complimentary
stay for the
Organizer.

party with open bar &
house hors d’oeuvres
+ amenities aforesaid

with a maximum of
3 hours + amenities aforesaid.

Book 20 rooms or
more and get:

1- Room Upgrade
for 4 nights
for the VIP/Organizer to higher
room category. Please see the notes
for the participant room categories
per hotel + amenities aforesaid

For more details please contact our Groups Department:

events@grupoexcellence.com
Terms & Conditions: New bookings only. Offer valid for any group not yet booked or confirmed. No rebooking is allowed. There is no room block; guests will book the room available at

the moment of booking. Number of rooms or room categories upgrade will be subject to availability of space at the time of reservations. Rates given will be valid until at the moment that
we sent the confirmation and promo-code. Any modification on the reservations after cut-off date will be subject to the applicable rate at the moment of booking/change. All rooms must be
booked directly with the hotel and utilizing the assigned Promo-Code in order to qualify for the concessions. Promo-Code rate is valid for booking “rooms only”. Cannot be use with flight
+ hotel package. Flight + Hotel reservations booked directly through the hotel website will count as part of the Promo-Code group and concessions. To add these reservations, final rooming
list should be provided by the client to the wedding coordinator 60 days prior the group arrival date. The Promo-Code rates are based on the country the guest comes from, therefore, it is
required that information such as the ID and credit card match the guest's country of origin. Otherwise the charged rate will be modified according to country of origin and its corresponding
applicable rate. All reservations made thru different source will not be considered as part of the group, therefore not obtaining any of the concessions. Higher categories (Terrace,
Honeymoon & Imperial Suites) are not eligible to receive the complimentary stay.

